
PROFESSIONAL  
receiver acknowledgment
GreyHunt Interiors wants to make your experience as seamless as possible! 
To help us achieve that, please choose one option below.

RECIEVER

You will be responsible for the receiver fees (Our preferred local receivers are C&F
Delivery in Ashburn, VA and Clarks White Glove Delivery in Indianapolis, IN)

The fee ranges based on items delivered
If you require storage service past 21 days, the storage fee is $5 per item per
week (This is in addition to the delivery fees mentioned above)
All fees are subject to change based on the receiver’s delivery policy
GreyHunt Interiors will be the point of contact with the receiver and will
facilitate the logistics once items arrive to their warehouse.  
GreyHunt Interiors will collect payment from the client with all final fees from
the receiver and provide a copy of the fees to the client

They will:
Receive all your packages
Check each item for damage
Store your items until final delivery (Delivery appointments are scheduled
directly with you)
Delivery is white glove
Refuse delivery of damaged items or notify GHI so we can request
replacements from the vendor 
If any, all trash from delivery will be removed



You will not have to pay additional fees
You will be responsible for scheduling and receiving all deliveries

Please note, Drop ships can arrive at your home at any time without prior
notification, including palette deliveries left outside (Curbside Delivery)

All shipments MUST be opened and reviewed for damage within 24 hours of
delivery

Do not refuse/return any shipments without contacting GreyHunt Interiors
beforehand 
You are responsible for photographing all damaged pieces and original
packaging and notifying GHI as soon as possible

You are responsible for all unpacking and moving of furniture to the correct room
and location.
If the above steps are not followed, you are responsible for any fees that may incur
per the vendors policy (Return/Shipping Fees and/or Restocking Fees)

CUSTOMER   
receiver acknowledgment
GreyHunt Interiors wants to make your experience as seamless as possible! 
To help us achieve that, please choose one option below.

AS RECIEVER



A receiver will receive, inspect, and deliver all large pieces
You will be responsible for the receiver fees (Our preferred local receivers are C&F
Delivery in Ashburn, VA and Clarks White Glove Delivery in Indianapolis, IN)

The fee ranges based on items delivered
If you require storage service past 21 days, the storage fee is $5 per item per
week (This is in addition to the delivery fees mentioned above)
All fees are subject to change based on the receiver’s delivery policy
GreyHunt Interiors will be the point of contact with the receiver and will
facilitate the logistics once items arrive to their warehouse. 
GreyHunt Interiors will collect payment from the client with all final fees from
the receiver and provide a copy of the fees to the client

You will be responsible for scheduling, receiving and inspecting any items you
have chosen to be delivered to you directly (Deliveries may still include Drop
Ships/Curbside Delivery)
Items MUST be opened and reviewed for damage within 24 hours of delivery

Do not refuse/return any shipments without contacting GreyHunt Interiors
beforehand 
You are responsible for photographing all damaged pieces and                       
original packaging and notifying GHI as soon as possible

If the above steps are not followed, you are responsible for                                      
any fees that may incur per the vendors policy (Return/Shipping                            
Fees and/or Restocking Fees)

COMBINATION
receiver acknowledgment
GreyHunt Interiors wants to make your experience as seamless as possible! 
To help us achieve that, please choose one option below.


